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The transonic buffet degrades the aerodynamic performance of the aircraft during cruise. It is a phenomenon that should be avoided
absolutely as it may lead to accidents. However, the mechanism of occurrence has yet to be elucidated. To understand this phe-
nomenon, large-scale unsteady data is accumulated using computational fluid dynamics. In contrast, data mining of time series data
such as unsteady data is a recent topic in that field. In this study, we have attempted to perform unsteady data mining with capacity
exceeding Tera’s order. As a result, the behavior of the physical quantity before the transonic buffet arises was suggested to be dif-
ferent from the data just before the transonic buffet occurs. Moreover, a topological data analysis revealed abnormalities before the
temporal origination determined by visualizing flow structure. Based on the results, we visualized the data over time, and found the
characteristic change of the viscosity distribution on the wing surface. This should be a clue to elucidate this phenomenon.
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1. Introduction

Unfortunately, the current civil aircraft has transonic cruises
because the supersonic aircraft Concorde has retired. Because
the shockwave interacts with the separated boundary layer,
many transient phenomena occur under transonic flow condi-
tions. The resulting pressure fluctuations cause a number of
undesirable unstable effects and therefore there is the possibil-
ity of shockwave oscillations known as transonic buffets on the
wing surface of the airplane 1).

This is a phenomenon in which the interaction between the
shockwave and the turbulent boundary layer and the separation
of the flow cause a large self-sustained fluctuation on the profile
at the transonic Mach number. Shock-induced variations often
lead to periodic impact motion with large amplitude at high sub-
sonic Mach numbers. Although these shockwave movements
were reported in 1947 2), the physical mechanism of the wing
transonic buffet is still unknown despite the possibility of induc-
ing a severe accident. So the transonic buffet is one of the most
important topics in the experimental / computational aerody-
namic field. When transonic buffet occurs in a civil aircraft sail-
ing on a daily basis, it is an extremely dangerous phenomenon
due to falling into a stall and therefore has a flight profile such
that a transonic buffet never occurs. Elucidation of the cause is
a matter of great urgency.

Past experiments and calculations show that the transonic
buffet phenomenon is low frequency oscillation 3). It is slower
on the order of O(10−1) to O(10−2) than the flow phenomena
generated around the wing of the airplane. In recent years, ex-
periments and calculations gradually capture the transonic buf-
fet 4), but its data is enormous in Tera-order due to the fine
time scale. Because this is an acceptable quantity as one of
Big data 5), it is not possible to easily analyze data for the tran-

sonic buffet data set. Big data analysis is a topic in the field of
data mining and extensive data analysis, however, in the field
of aerospace engineering, it has not been able to successfully
use time series data sets such as unsteady aerodynamic data. To
acquire knowledge to make use of the design, it is necessary
to obtain design information through data mining by effectively
using accumulated unsteady data.

The ultimate goal of this project is to reveal the cause of
the transonic buffet and to design a new geometry of the air-
plane wing or a device that does not produce transonic buffet
on the aircraft. As a first step, this study determines the tempo-
ral and spatial origination of the transonic buffet temporally and
spatially with respect to a time series data set with a transient
phenomenon of transonic buffets constructed by Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). To do so, we tried several data mining
techniques from conventional to state-of-the-art methods and
examined the policy of the next step.

2. Numerical Methods

2.1. CFD
Unstructured detached eddy simulation (DES) is executed

using FaSTAR (FaST Aerodynamic Routines) 6) developed by
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). Summarize the
calculation scheme for analyzing the transonic buffet by FaS-
TAR shown in Table 1.

We prepare a calculation model for NACA0012. The 3D
model has a length of non-dimensional spanwise length of 0.5
under the dimensionless chord length of 1.0 shown in Fig. 1. We
calculate under the Mach number M = 0.72 =const. For data
mining, we obtain the data set from DES analysis with swept
angle of attack (AoA) (linear angle of attack α sweep from 3.6
to 4.6 [deg] because the transient buffet is predicted from DES

 Fig.18 で Far-Field としてプロットした値は，全表面の積

分を行ったものではないので，厳密な意味での Far-Field で

はなく，前節で Far-Field_Wake と呼んだ値と対応している．

Fig.18 より，胴体に近い後流断面から離れるほど，次第に

値が大きくなっていることがわかる．胴体付近の後流断面

で抵抗値を小さく評価しているのは，格子変換によって，

元々の胴体付近の密な格子よりも大きくなってしまったた

めであることも考えられる．Near-Field 法での算出値と比

較すると約 2ct 小さく評価しており，誤差は約 0.3%程度生

じている． 
 
８．２．翼胴体における抵抗要素の可視化 
 翼単体と同様に，式(17)における被積分関数の値を抵抗

要素（Drag Source Element）と定義し，可視化を行った． 
 Fig.19-20 に𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥=9.40C，12.20C 位置での抵抗要素を可視化

した図をそれぞれ示す．  
 Fig.19-20 より，前方で翼胴体の位置する部分では翼胴体

表面の抵抗による影響を捉えている．翼端部の後流では，

揚力起因の渦が顕著に認められ，翼端渦を捉えていると考

えられる．また翼後流よりも胴体後流における影響の方が

拡散は少ないので，より限定された領域に複雑な変化をす

る現象が認められる． 
 

 
Fig.19 抵抗要素（翼胴体）[ 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥=9.40C ] 

 

 
Fig.20 抵抗要素（翼胴体）[ 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥=12.20C ] 

  
Fig.19-20 を比較すると，胴体から離れるほど，翼端部にお

ける渦と全体的な抵抗要素の拡散がみられる．また，構造

格子よりは拡散が抑えられている．飛行物体が異なるので，

単純な比較はできないが，翼胴モデルの後流部分の空間格

子分布拡大率は，翼単体モデルのそれより小さいことも拡

散を抑制している原因の一つと考えられる． 
 ここで Fig.21 に抵抗要素，圧力値と流跡線の可視化図を

示す．Fig.21 の後流面では抵抗要素，翼胴体表面及びスパン

方向にスライスした面では圧力値をそれぞれ示している． 
Fig.21 より，後縁のキンク位置から渦が発生していることが

わかる．そして，キンク位置からの発生渦が後流面にも捉

えられている．翼表面では衝撃波も確認でき，抵抗要素の

可視化図からは造波抵抗要素も認められる．しかし，翼胴

体では後退角がついており，翼から離れた後流面をとって

いるため，翼単体よりも造波抵抗要素の確認できる範囲が

限定的であると考えられる． 

 
Fig.21 抵抗要素，圧力値と流跡線の可視化 

 
９．結言 
 遷音速の翼単体及び翼胴体における流れ場を CFD シミュ

レーションにて準備した．その後，翼単体の流れ場に対し

ては後流積分の原点に立ち戻り，検査体積の表面積分を行

った．また，翼単体及び翼胴体の流れ場における後流断面

を対象とし，後流積分法を用いて抵抗値を算出した．そし

て，後流断面位置による算出値の変化を考察した．抵抗要

素（被積分関数）を可視化することで，後流断面における

物体の影響を確認し，各流れ場で比較，検討を行った．こ

れらの検討から得られた知見を以下にまとめる． 
・遠方境界と物体が近い場合には，後流面のみの積分だけ

では不足しており，検査体積を囲む表面積分を行う必要が

ある．一方で，遠方境界と物体との距離が十分確保されて

いる場合には，後流面のみの積分でも Near-Field 法の値に

近い値を算出することができると考えられる．  
・翼後縁付近や胴体付近の後流断面における抵抗値が他の

後流断面よりも小さく評価している傾向があるのは，格子

変換によって元々の密な格子よりも格子が大きくなってし

まったためではないかと考えられる．そのため，現状では

後流積分の対象とする後流断面は胴体付近よりも離れた位

置の方がよいと考えられる． 
・抵抗要素を可視化すると，翼単体及び翼胴体から離れる

ほど，値が拡散していることが確認でき，遷音速域の流れ

場では，後流面で衝撃波に起因する抵抗（造波抵抗）を捉

えていると考えられる．よって，全体抵抗から造波抵抗の

成分を取り出すことが可能であると考えられる． 
・翼胴体における抵抗要素の可視化図では，後縁のキンク

位置で発生している渦や翼端での渦を捉えていることが確

認でき，値の拡散がみられた． 
 これらの発見を踏まえ，今後の課題及び展開をまとめる． 
・翼に後退角をつけることで，後流の現象や後流積分に与

える影響を確認する必要がある． 
・後流積分法と Near-Field 法による算出値で生じた誤差の

原因を考察し，より高精度に計算するための検討を行う必

要がある．さらに全体抵抗を物理現象ごとに分解する，抵

抗分解への応用も進めていきたいと考えている． 
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Table 1. Computational schemes on FaSTAR for analyzing transonic buffet.

Governing equation Full Navier-Stokes
Discretization Cell-center
Mesh type Structured
Inviscid flux Harten-Lax-van Leer-Einfeldt-Wada 7)

Viscous flux Cell gradient
Gradient evaluation Weighted Green-Gauss
Limiter Hishida’s limiter
Turbulent model Spalart-Allmaras (SA-no f t2-R) 8)

Time integration Lower/Upper-Symmetric Gauss Seidel 9)

Domain decomposition METIS
Parallel computation MPI

Fig. 1. Computational model using NACA0012. Generated meshes
size are 501 × 101 × 161.

analysis with fixed AoA near α of 4.1 [deg]). The initial value
of DES analysis with swept AoA uses the result of DES with
fixed AoA and starts continuation calculation. The dimension-
less time step is 0.005 (roughly equivalent to real time 0.003
[s]) and 320000 steps are totally computed. y = 0 and y = 0.5
have periodic boundary condition. We acquire six output data:
density ρ, x-directional velocity u, y-directional velocity v, z-
directional velocity w, pressure p, and the turbulent eddy vis-
cosity coefficient near the wall ν̃.

Since the amount of data becomes enormous when physical
quantities are acquired in all cells of the mesh, this time we
create data sets for data mining at 60 monitoring points. The
monitoring points #1 to #30 are on the top side surface of the
computational model, and #31 to #60 are set as one layer upper
mesh. In this paper, we will focus on the monitoring points from
#1 to #30 due to similar tendencies. The monitoring points from
#1 to #30 are shown in Fig. 2. The monitoring points from #1 to
#10 are on y = 0.10, from #11 to #20 are on y = 0.25, and from
#21 to #30 are on y = 0.40. The x coordinates of #1, #11, and
#21 are set at x = 0.05, #10, #20, and #30 are set at x = 0.50.
Other monitoring points are set at even intervals.

Fig. 2. The monitoring points on the upper surface of NACA0012
computational model.

2.2. Data Mining
We employ several data mining techniques: on-demand type

correlation-based hierarchical structuring method (CIHSM) 10)

including a parallel coordinate plots (PCP) 11) and a scatter plot
matrix (SPM) 12), the Barnes-Hut-SNE (Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding) 13), and the Betti sequence 14). CIHSM is a type
of rule mining, structuring generated rule set and clarifying
the organic relationship between the rules. Each rule set ap-
plies PCP and SPM to examine a physical background which
rule sets generate. PCP and SPM are the well-known general-
purpose tool for multi-dimensional data visualization. Even
though many visualization techniques have been supposed, PCP
and SPM are still the simplest and the easiest to observe com-
plex relationships among variables of high-dimensional data.
The Barnes-Hut-SNE is an embedding technique that is com-
monly used for the visualization of high-dimensional data in
SPM and that normally runs in O(N2).

In contrast, the Betti sequence analysis is based on the chaos
theory 15) and the persistent homology 16); it is one of the topo-
logical data analysis (TDA) 17) manners. The Betti sequence is
the vector which describes the feature of attractor. It represents
the following time evolution equation relative to time series us-
ing persistent homology:

xk+1 = f (xk, xk−1, · · · , x1), (1)

where xi (∀xi ∈ ℜ) denotes time series observations. We ana-
lyze the classification scores to cognize the occurrence of buffet
via applying the above Betti sequence to unsteady aerodynamic
data as TDA viewpoints. The detailed descriptions of the Betti
sequence can be referred in 14).

Fig. 3. Instantaneous situation of the CFD result in the transonic buf-
fet on the wing upper region. We illustrate the wing upper surface,
iso-surface of turbulent viscosity with Cp distribution, and the surface
at y = 0.40 with Cp distribution.
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3. Results

3.1. CFD Result as a Data Mining Dataset
CFD analysis is implemented in JSS2 (JAXA supercomputer

system second generation). DES analysis with swept AoA takes
about two weeks. In this calculation, alpha is shifted from 3.60
to 4.60 [deg]. This is because it was confirmed that the transonic
buffet starts from approximately 4.12 [deg] in the result of the
DES with fixed AoA separately performed (for effective para-
metric calculation of 2 decimal places, the effective digits are
up to 2 decimal places). Analysis of the results obtained from
DES analysis with swept AoA showed that the transonic region
of transonic buffet is roughly 13% to 24% of the chord length;
the Strouhal number S t on the time scale based on the chord
length (S t ≈ 1) is approximately 0.073 to 0.081. Thereupon,
the current transonic buffet is a low frequent phenomenon.

Figure 3 shows the 3D flow of the instantaneous situation
after the transonic buffet began to occur. It consists of an iso-
surface of the turbulent viscosity with a contour of the pressure
coefficient Cp and a calculated surface with y = 0.40 with Cp

contour. From this figure, we can know the flow structure under
transonic buffet condition. Separation occurs behind the shock-
wave surface. The boundary layer grows, the transition region
appears, and the turbulent boundary layer develops. We can
also observe three-dimensional nonlinear structure.
3.2. Data-Mining Result
3.2.1. Result from PCP

The data of DES with swept AoA was analyzed from the
following viewpoint:

• We compare six physical quantities’ changes at whole
monitoring points to find differences in trends by points.
• We analyze based on two viewpoints:

– physical amounts themselves at each monitoring point
at present time

– difference of physical quantities between the immedi-
ately preceding and present time at each monitoring
point

to cognize the difference between that two viewpoints.
• We compare not only the values at each monitoring point

but also the data of the surrounding spots with the values
of the averaged data so that we analyze what kind of trend
difference will occur.

Figure 4 shows the PCP results between well before and just
before buffet occurs. As a consequence, the tendency greatly
depends on the monitoring points; it was found that the closer
to the shockwave, the more clearly the tendency is exhibited.
Although it was confirmed that the trend greatly differs with
the difference and the value itself, there was no large difference
between the two in the strength of the trend.

Moreover, there is a part where the tendency is strengthened
by taking the average of the surrounding monitoring points. The
representative monitoring point is #5; we shows the PCP of
the six physical quantities between the time before occurring
transonic buffet and that immediately before occurring it. This
figure simply explains the different tendency of the behavior
of whole physical quantities, hence we will visualize the flow
structure under the condition addressed by PCP in Chapter 4. to
clarify the physical reason of the different tendency.

3.2.2. Result from Barnes-Hut-SNE
Figure 5 illustrates the results of applying the Barnes-Hut-

SNE at from #01 to #05. The five-dimensional physical quantity
is expressed as a feature that is dimensionally compressed well
than expected. Since the periodic and gradual changes of the
physical quantities are drawn, this algorithm can also visualize
the time series changes of the physical quantities. If we classify
the physical quantity and examine the trend change, it may be
applicable to sign detection. However, although there seems to
be features, it is still unknown which physical quantity to focus
on. Many of the dimensionally compressed features overlap and
there are monitoring points that are difficult to grasp the features
qualitatively but because we can not conclude that there is no
physical quantity feature, we will consider coupling with other
dimensional compression methods.

3.2.3. Result from the Betti Sequence
From the analysis results at all monitoring points, the results

of #01 to #05 are shown as a representative example in Fig. 6.
According to the CFD result, since the position in the chordwise
direction is 13 to 24% in the oscillation region of the transonic
buffet, the monitoring points #01 and #02 are always located in

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. PCP of averaged sampling difference. Red lines represent
the data with conditional correspondence and blue lines denote other
whole data. (a) the data at the time before occurring transonic buffet.
(b) the data at the time immediately before occurring transonic buffet.
Note that nitr denotes the computational iteration number.

Table 1. Computational schemes on FaSTAR for analyzing transonic buffet.

Governing equation Full Navier-Stokes
Discretization Cell-center
Mesh type Structured
Inviscid flux Harten-Lax-van Leer-Einfeldt-Wada 7)

Viscous flux Cell gradient
Gradient evaluation Weighted Green-Gauss
Limiter Hishida’s limiter
Turbulent model Spalart-Allmaras (SA-no f t2-R) 8)

Time integration Lower/Upper-Symmetric Gauss Seidel 9)

Domain decomposition METIS
Parallel computation MPI

Fig. 1. Computational model using NACA0012. Generated meshes
size are 501 × 101 × 161.

analysis with fixed AoA near α of 4.1 [deg]). The initial value
of DES analysis with swept AoA uses the result of DES with
fixed AoA and starts continuation calculation. The dimension-
less time step is 0.005 (roughly equivalent to real time 0.003
[s]) and 320000 steps are totally computed. y = 0 and y = 0.5
have periodic boundary condition. We acquire six output data:
density ρ, x-directional velocity u, y-directional velocity v, z-
directional velocity w, pressure p, and the turbulent eddy vis-
cosity coefficient near the wall ν̃.

Since the amount of data becomes enormous when physical
quantities are acquired in all cells of the mesh, this time we
create data sets for data mining at 60 monitoring points. The
monitoring points #1 to #30 are on the top side surface of the
computational model, and #31 to #60 are set as one layer upper
mesh. In this paper, we will focus on the monitoring points from
#1 to #30 due to similar tendencies. The monitoring points from
#1 to #30 are shown in Fig. 2. The monitoring points from #1 to
#10 are on y = 0.10, from #11 to #20 are on y = 0.25, and from
#21 to #30 are on y = 0.40. The x coordinates of #1, #11, and
#21 are set at x = 0.05, #10, #20, and #30 are set at x = 0.50.
Other monitoring points are set at even intervals.

Fig. 2. The monitoring points on the upper surface of NACA0012
computational model.

2.2. Data Mining
We employ several data mining techniques: on-demand type

correlation-based hierarchical structuring method (CIHSM) 10)

including a parallel coordinate plots (PCP) 11) and a scatter plot
matrix (SPM) 12), the Barnes-Hut-SNE (Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding) 13), and the Betti sequence 14). CIHSM is a type
of rule mining, structuring generated rule set and clarifying
the organic relationship between the rules. Each rule set ap-
plies PCP and SPM to examine a physical background which
rule sets generate. PCP and SPM are the well-known general-
purpose tool for multi-dimensional data visualization. Even
though many visualization techniques have been supposed, PCP
and SPM are still the simplest and the easiest to observe com-
plex relationships among variables of high-dimensional data.
The Barnes-Hut-SNE is an embedding technique that is com-
monly used for the visualization of high-dimensional data in
SPM and that normally runs in O(N2).

In contrast, the Betti sequence analysis is based on the chaos
theory 15) and the persistent homology 16); it is one of the topo-
logical data analysis (TDA) 17) manners. The Betti sequence is
the vector which describes the feature of attractor. It represents
the following time evolution equation relative to time series us-
ing persistent homology:

xk+1 = f (xk, xk−1, · · · , x1), (1)

where xi (∀xi ∈ ℜ) denotes time series observations. We ana-
lyze the classification scores to cognize the occurrence of buffet
via applying the above Betti sequence to unsteady aerodynamic
data as TDA viewpoints. The detailed descriptions of the Betti
sequence can be referred in 14).

Fig. 3. Instantaneous situation of the CFD result in the transonic buf-
fet on the wing upper region. We illustrate the wing upper surface,
iso-surface of turbulent viscosity with Cp distribution, and the surface
at y = 0.40 with Cp distribution.
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Fig. 5. The result of applying the Barnes-Hut-SNE at the monitoring
points from #01 to #05.

front of the shockwave regardless of the time. Also, the mon-
itoring points #03 and #04 are in shockwave oscillation, the
point #05 always lies behind the shockwave regardless of the
passage of time.

For monitoring points #01 and #02, the normal u is a constant
value; the Betti sequence value is not detected. In contrast, time

Fig. 6. The result of applying the Betti sequence to u physical quan-
tity at the monitoring points from #01 to #05. Red line describes the
normalized number of the Betti sequence and blue line denotes nor-
malized u. The line is drawn at the position at α = 4.12 [deg] where
transonic buffet was determined to have occurred with the naked eye
from CFD animation.

series fluctuations are detected at #03 and #04.
Here we need to pay attention to the result of #03. This point

is the most anterior position of the chordwise direction where
the shockwave oscillation occurs. From the result of DES with
fixed AoA, it was confirmed that shockwave oscillation begins
at α 4.12 [deg], but this result shows the reaction at α 3.7288
[deg]. In the results of DES with fixed AoA, it was judged that
the attack angle at which the shockwave started to oscillate was
the occurrence of a transonic buffet, but in data mining using the
Betti sequence, it is suggested that the transonic buffet already
started at a lower angle of attack than α 4.12 [deg]. The invisible
phenomenon is captured by the Betti sequence, which may be
the temporal origination of the transonic buffet.

The time variation of the speed steadily appears at #05, but
the value of the Betti sequence rises sharply to α of 3.6202
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[deg]. Although no shockwave passes, it is suggested that an
abnormal phenomenon occurs behind the shockwave. Due to
a phenomenon earlier than α of 3.7288 [deg], which may be a
sign of a transonic buffet at #03, the abnormal phenomenon that
occurs behind the shockwave may be the beginning of a subse-
quent transonic buffet. Since we cannot completely deny the
possibility that the transonic buffet is already occurring at α of
3.60 [deg], we need to use the sweep calculation result from the
angle of attack of less than 3.60 [deg].

4. Feedback of Knowledge from Data Mining to Visualiza-
tion

4.1. Observing Flow Structure at the Time Specified by
Data Mining

We will observe the instantaneous flow structure at the spec-
ified time to construe the abnormality that PCP and the Betti
sequence indicate. Figure 7 shows front upward visualization
of Cp distribution on wing surface and iso-surface of u = 0
which describes flow separation boundary. This figure reveals
that separation behavior has 3D non-linearity for spanwise di-
rection.

A bird’s-eye view is shown in Fig. 8 to clearly show the mon-
itoring points around #5. Figure 8(a) shows that separation be-
hind the shockwave is suppressed near y = 0.10. Separation
does not grow and reattaches to the wing upper surface. Ac-
cording to Fig. 8(b), perturbation of Cp on the wing surface
does not appear in the vicinity of #5, but there is a remarkable
difference in the spatial structure of x-direction velocity u.

In contrast, as indicated by three arrows, we recognize a dif-
ferent tendency in Fig. 8(c) showing the viscosity distribution
on the wing surface. These are the positions where the highly
viscous region is maintained in the chordwise direction. That
is, it can be confirmed that the three-dimensional nature of the
flow structure with respect to the spanwise direction is gener-
ated. High viscosity elongation inhibits separation and causes
reattachment. Differences between data indicated by PCP and
abnormality indicated by the Betti sequence are due to instabil-
ity in boundary layer transition.

The transonic buffet has three-dimensional structure in the
spanwise, because shockwaves have three-dimensionality be-
fore reaching buffet. The three-dimensional nature of the shock-

Fig. 7. Front upward visualization of the instantaneous flow struc-
ture at the time specified by data mining. Iso-surface of u = 0 and Cp

distribution on the wing surface.

wave arises from the twist of the average flow generated by
the instability of the boundary layer transition on the wing sur-
face. Since three-dimensionality exists regardless of whether
transonic buffet occurs or not, instability due to boundary layer
transition is probably not a direct cause of transonic buffet.

Consequently, Fig. 8 derived by PCP and the Betti Sequence
suggests a physical mechanism to induce three-dimensionality
in the spanwise direction. Since the difference of the physical
quantity can capture the minute fluctuation, it succeeded in sim-
ply grasping the abnormality.
4.2. Hypothesis regarding Physical Mechanism of Tran-

sonic Buffet Outbreak
The consequences of data mining suggest the physical mech-

anism of transonic buffet as follows;

1. Shock is generated.
2. Pressure fluctuation is generated by shock. (*1)
3. The fluctuation propagates to upstream. (*2)
4. The fluctuation gives an effect on upstream velocity

changes; upstream pressure also varies according to the

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 8. Upward visualization of the instantaneous flow structure at
the time specified by data mining. Red points represent the monitoring
points #4, #5, #6, and #15. (a) Iso-surface of u = 0 and Cp distribution
on the wing surface , (b) just Cp distribution on the wing surface, and
(c) Laminar viscosity distribution on the wing surface. Red points
denote the monitoring those.

Fig. 5. The result of applying the Barnes-Hut-SNE at the monitoring
points from #01 to #05.

front of the shockwave regardless of the time. Also, the mon-
itoring points #03 and #04 are in shockwave oscillation, the
point #05 always lies behind the shockwave regardless of the
passage of time.

For monitoring points #01 and #02, the normal u is a constant
value; the Betti sequence value is not detected. In contrast, time

Fig. 6. The result of applying the Betti sequence to u physical quan-
tity at the monitoring points from #01 to #05. Red line describes the
normalized number of the Betti sequence and blue line denotes nor-
malized u. The line is drawn at the position at α = 4.12 [deg] where
transonic buffet was determined to have occurred with the naked eye
from CFD animation.

series fluctuations are detected at #03 and #04.
Here we need to pay attention to the result of #03. This point

is the most anterior position of the chordwise direction where
the shockwave oscillation occurs. From the result of DES with
fixed AoA, it was confirmed that shockwave oscillation begins
at α 4.12 [deg], but this result shows the reaction at α 3.7288
[deg]. In the results of DES with fixed AoA, it was judged that
the attack angle at which the shockwave started to oscillate was
the occurrence of a transonic buffet, but in data mining using the
Betti sequence, it is suggested that the transonic buffet already
started at a lower angle of attack than α 4.12 [deg]. The invisible
phenomenon is captured by the Betti sequence, which may be
the temporal origination of the transonic buffet.

The time variation of the speed steadily appears at #05, but
the value of the Betti sequence rises sharply to α of 3.6202
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following Rankine-Hugoniot relation:

ρ2

ρ1
=

u1

u2
=

1 +
γ + 1
γ − 1

p2

p1

γ + 1
γ − 1

+
p2

p1

. (2)

If u1 decreases, p1 increases. In contrast, if u2 swells, p1

declines.
5. Shock shifts to keep balance in the vicinity of it ? (*3)

To physically explain the above hypothesis, points of doubt are
listed below:

• (*1) Why shock yields pressure fluctuation.
• (*2) How pressure fluctuation propagates to upstream.

Where is the propagating path. If spatial propagation oc-
curs, spatial monitoring points is necessary.
• (*3) What balance? Circulation?

Further data mining will be carried out to give a physical expla-
nation to these in the future.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the data mining techniques such as from ortho-
dox to state-of-the-art have been applied to the large scale un-
steady aerodynamic data regarding transonic buffet generated
by computational fluid dynamic analysis. As a result, several
sign detection can be implemented. In response to this result,
we have found that characteristic changes in the viscosity distri-
bution of the wing surface can be seen as a result of visualizing
the data around the time. Following the consequence, since we
found the necessity of a more suitable dataset for examining
the origination of a transonic buffet, further data mining will
be performed for it, we will elucidate the physical mechanism
of transonic buffet phenomenon. Design information obtained
from data mining will lead to the geometry design that does not
cause transonic buffet.
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